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Abstract

This paper presents the characteristic differences of linguistic and
acoustic features observed in different spoken dialogue situations
and with different dialogue partners: human-human vs. human-
machine interactions. And it also presents influences of awareness
of users on those characteristics. We compare the linguistic and
acoustic features of the user’s speech to a spoken dialogue system
and to a human operator in several goal setting and destination
database searching tasks for a car navigation system. Because
it is not clear enough whether different dialogue situations and
different dialogue partners cause any differences of linguistic or
acoustic features on one’s utterances in a speech interface system ,
we have performed experiments in several dialogue situations[4].
However, in these experiments the conditions such as voice quality
and awareness of users such as impressions on the partner and prej-
udices against a system have not been considered. And so we col-
lected a set of spoken dialogues in new dialogue situations. To in-
vestigate influence of voice quality, we also prepare recorded voice
for response of dialogue partners and compared the influences of
voice (natural voice, synthetic voice and recorded voice). We also
made users answer questionnaire before and after the experiments
and investigated characteristic differences caused by awareness of
users. Additionally, in order to confirm the usefulness of the re-
sults of all experiments, we actually applied acoustic features of
users’ utterances and identified the utterances made to a system.

1. Introduction
In recent years, some spoken dialogue systems have been devel-
oped and used as practical applications as car-navigation systems
or robots. However, their usability contains some problems such
as inability to recognize spontaneous speech, difficulties in deal-
ing with spoken corrections, and understanding the changes of di-
alogue turns. These take place because speech recognition and in-
terpretation systems are easily affected by the user’s speech style,
so it is important to analyze user’s behavior in different circum-
stances in order to improve the system performance.

In the study of user’s behavior, Amalberti et al.[1] compared
behavior of two groups (those who talk with a computer and those
who talk with an operator) using WOZ-system. They reported that
with a computer, the users used simpler expressions, used fewer
words per dialogue, and regarded the system as a tool. On the con-
trary, the users talked to the operator in a cooperative manner. In
the study of user’s behavior with the circumstance considered, Itoh
et al.[2] prepared two dialogue partners (a spoken dialogue system
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a human operator) and concurrent task (a car-driving task) as
gue situations. They combined the partners and situations,

compared linguistic and acoustic features of user’s utterances
r each condition. As a result, they reported that some acoustic

linguistic features were affected by whether the dialogue part-
is a human or a machine, while some acoustic features alone

affected by a concurrent task. Itou et al.[3] also investigated
gue characteristics in different communication modes. As a

lt, they also reported that some acoustic and linguistic features
affected by whether the dialogue partner is a human or ma-

e. In their studies, however, some conditions were different
ch situation. We researched the influence of difference of di-
ue partner, response ability and speech recognition rate with
r conditions identical to theirs. As a result, we reported that
onse ability mainly affects linguistic features and recognition
affects both linguistic and acoustic features[4]. However, the
rs such as voice quality or rhythm of dialogue are not con-

red and it is not clear what kind of awareness affects user’s
ances.
In this study, in order to investigate the influences of voice
ity and awareness of users, we recorded new dialogues con-
ring voice quality and added them to the previous experimental
gue data. We compared all of dialogue data and researched

influence of voice quality. Additionally, by using all dialogue
of previous and this experiment, we investigated how the

reness of users such as prejudice and impressions vary users’
ances.

2. Change of Linguistic and Acoustic
Features

Dialogue Data Collection

investigating linguistic and acoustic properties and variabil-
n different situational contexts in a task-oriented spoken dia-
e, we collected user’s utterances through a series of experi-
ts. In the study we performed before, the experiments were
ared in two patterns; one is that we have a dialogue partner
se speech recognition rate is 100% (EXP1) and the other is
we have a dialogue partner whose speech recognition rate is
t 80% (EXP2). This is because speech recognition rate of hu-
is nearly 100% while in the case of current spoken dialogue

ems it ranges from 70% to 85%. Synthetic voice was used
ystem and operator voices in both experiments in order to re-
t the partner’s response ability. In our new study, we prepared
tions where recorded voice was used as response of system
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in these two patterns (EXP3). The dialogue task simulates voice
control of a car navigation system, where one should perform goal
setting by entering several goal names along a driving route. 12
kinds of driving route setting scenario are prepared. Each scenario
includes three goals and one of them (a hotel, a coffee shop and
so on) must meet conditions of scenario and be looked up in the
destination database. The subjects should memorize all the goals
before each task and convey those names to the dialogue partner
during the task.

In our new experiment (EXP3), we prepared two new dialogue
situations which are shown in table 1 as ”PR+DT” and ”WR+DT”.
And in order to compare under equal condition of speech recogni-
tion rate, we recorded dialogues in these two dialogue patterns to
each situation where the recognition rate is 100% or about 80%.
As for the dialogue partners, we prepared two patterns in EXP3.
One is a spoken dialogue system and the other is a human operator
whose response ability is limited to the extent a spoken dialogue
system can do. Hereinafter, it is called Pseudo-system.

Table 1: Dialogue situations

Partner Operator Machine
Voice Natural Synthetic Recorded Synthetic Recorded

Driving No O PS - WS -
task(DT) Yes O+DT PS+DT PR+DT WS+DT WR+DT

O:Operator P:Pseudo-system W:WOZ-system
S:Synthetic voice R:Recorded voice

In car-driving task, subjects have to drive a car simulator at
100km/h along an oval-course. For achieving more realistic driv-
ing, subjects are asked before experiment to start over again if they
fail driving.

For realization of constant speech recognition rate, a human
listens to users’ utterance in all the situations and make a wrong
response on purpose based on the constant probability. And the
response content of all partners is the same to prevent the utter-
ances from being affected by the content.

WOZ-system is used as a substitute for a spoken dialogue sys-
tem. An operator for a role of Wizard listens to user’s utterance and
chooses an adequate response prepared previously. The response is
conveyed to the user in synthetic or recorded voice and in this new
study, we used recorded voice and recorded dialogue. The users
were explained that this system could accept any type of utterance
and they could say whatever was associated with goal setting. By
using WOZ-system, the speech recognition performance becomes
controllable.

The Pseudo-system was operated by the same person as the
one who operates WOZ-system and by using the same application
as WOZ-system. Thus, the only different point between Pseudo-
system and WOZ-system is that the users know if the dialogue
partner is a human or a machine.

The subjects were 12 male students and at the beginning of
both experiments, they were made to practice driving in order to
decrease the influence of their experience. And to keep results
less affected, the order of dialogue situations and scenarios was
decided at random.

2.2. Results of the Previous Study[4]

From our previous study, we achieved following results. The dia-
logue partner, especially partner’s response ability, affects mainly
linguistic features of users’ utterances. If the ability is poor, users
tend to speak more briefly. And psychological load affects only
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stic features. With psychological load for example driving,
s’ voice become loud and high. The partner’s speech recog-
n rate affects both linguistic and acoustic features of users’

rances. If the rate becomes low, users tend to speak loudly and
nation of their utterances becomes strong in the case of syn-
ic voice. On the other hand, they tend to speak politely and
nation of their utterances becomes strong in the case of natural
e.

Changes of Features Caused by the Different Dialogue
tners

Table 2: Linguistic Features of EXP3

Dialogue Situation PR+DT WR+DT
Recognition Rate 80% 100% 80% 100%

Tasks 24 24 24 24
Utterances 253 238 257 239
Utterances/Task 10.54 9.92 10.71 9.96
Words/Utt 3.34 3.53 3.27 3.68
Filled pauses/Task 1.25 1.96 1.21 2.46
Keywords/Utt 1.75 1.83 1.73 1.87
New-keywords/Utt 1.72 1.80 1.66 1.86
Omitted verbs 128 123 140 120

Table 3: Acoustic Features of EXP3

Dialogue Situation PR+DT WR+DT
Recognition Rate 80% 100% 80% 100%

Start pause(sec) 0.66 0.84 0.71 0.55
Duration(1)(sec) 1.30 1.42 1.38 1.49
Duration(2)(sec) 1.02 1.05 1.00 1.09
Speaking rate(1) 7.62 7.79 7.39 7.54
Speaking rete(2) 9.77 10.00 9.83 9.99
RMS mean 1471 1161 1543 1221
RMS max 4018 3012 4051 3382
Pitch mean 140.6 136.0 140.0 134.7
Pitch min 61.3 61.6 63.1 64.0
Pitch max 299.8 308.4 268.9 285.3
Pitch S.D. 22.1 22.0 21.4 19.4

Table 2 and table 3 show the statistics of linguistic and acoustic
res, which were separately calculated for each of four differ-

dialogue situations. At the beginning, we compared the fea-
s between dialogue situations or dialogue partners in EXP3.
ording to the results of the T and F statistical tests, no differ-

was found. The study which we performed before reported
the factors such as poor quality and bad rhythm of synthetic
e make users feel as if they speak to a machine and these fac-
affect users’ utterances. The results of this research show that
equal response capability makes no difference in user’s utter-
s. This fact suggests that voice quality is not very important
sers to feel a system to be a human and it is no matter to user’s

rances whether the partner is a human or a system. There are
factors left to affect user’s utterances, which are rhythm el-
nts of a dialogue and prosody of utterances. We think the
ble response ability is important to realize natural talk which

udes two factors mentioned above.
Next, we compared the features between EXP1 and EXP3
%) or between EXP2 and EXP3 (80%) in each condition. By
comparison, we could investigate influence of voice used for
onse. According to the results of T and F statistical tests, fol-



lowing characteristics were found (by comparing only recorded
voice with natural voice): decrease of the use of filled pause in
case of both partners (p < 0.01); increase of start pause in case of
both partners (p < 0.05);

From these results, it is found that the users tend rather to wait
for the end of partner’s response than to insist on their turn of ut-
terance in the case of recorded voice. It is possible that recorded
voice impresses the users that the partner can respond only in re-
stricted expression and the user’s turn is clear. We think the reason
of such result is because the impression makes users feel that in-
sistence on their turn is not necessary.

According to comparisons of recorded voice with natural
voice and recorded voice with synthetic voice: decrease of the use
of verbs in the case of both partners (p < 0.01); decrease of the
words number in the case of both partners (p < 0.1);

These results indicate that in the case of a system using
recorded voice, user speaks more briefly than in the case of a hu-
man or a system using synthetic voice. This may be because of the
imbalance coming from the fact that quality of recorded voice is
better but its rhythm is poor what makes users feel uncomfortable
and gives an impression of speaking to a machine. Alternatively,
it may take place because the recorded voice itself (which never
consists of a part of sentence but the complete sentence) gives im-
pression that the system has an inability to respond flexibly and
users come to speak in a brief way. Thus, to realize a natural talk,
we think that it is important to improve the rhythm of a dialogue.

2.4. Changes of Features Caused by the Different Recognition
Rate

In the EXP3, where recorded voice is used as partner’s responses,
we investigate what influence the partner’s recognition rate has on
user’s utterances. According to the result of the T or F statisti-
cal tests, the following facts became clear: there is no change of
linguistic features; RMS mean increases in the case of low recog-
nition rate;

As for linguistic features, no change was found but we ob-
served a tendency that users were inclined to decrease keywords
per utterance in the case of low speech recognition rate. This ten-
dency was found in the study which we did before and was ob-
served also in current result. As for acoustic features, if speech
recognition rate becomes low, RMS tends to increase, which was
observed in the case of synthetic voice in the previous study. Thus,
it seems that changes of linguistic and acoustic features in the case
of recorded voice are the same those in the case of synthetic voice.

3. Influences of Prejudices against a System
on Utterances

We have reported that the partner’s response abilities affect user’s
utterances. We think that user’s awareness also relates with their
utterances and it is possible that the types of awareness such as
prejudices also varied user’s utterances. Consequently, we made
users answer a questionnaire about their awareness and investi-
gated its influence on their utterances.

Table 4: Distribution of User

Evaluation Low Middle High

intelligence 20 13 2
recognition ability 19 12 4
tempo 24 8 3
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In the EXP1, EXP2 and EXP3, we made the users answer
tionnaire about their prejudices against a system - the prej-
es which they used to have before experiments. The question-
e items are about intelligence, speech recognition ability and
tempo of conversation of a system. We made users rate the
s from one to seven and told them to give rate 5 to average
an. We classified users into three groups based on the value

ch they answered. One is a group called ”Low” which consists
ose who answered from one to three. The second is a group

ddle” which consists of those who answered four or five and
ast is a group ”High” which consists of those who answer six
ven.

Table 4 shows the number of users in each group, which in-
es all users of each experiment. From the number of member
ch group we can see that users generally think that some abil-
of a system are the same level or poorer than ordinary people.
it is also found that users tend to think that tempo of con-

ation is worse than capabilities to understand speech such as
lligence and recognition ability.

Next, to investigate how the prejudice against a system af-
users’ utterances, we sum up only utterances to the system

ach group and compared the features of those utterances be-
n groups. Because in this study the number of users in group
h” is not enough to investigate, we compared groups ”Low”
”Middle”. As for an item of intelligence, according to the re-
of the T or F tests, following characteristic were found for

group ”Low” in comparison to the group ”Middle”: decrease
eyword per utterance (p < 0.01); decrease of new-keyword
utterance (p < 0.01); decrease of the use of verbs (p < 0.01);
easing tendency to convey the needed information in shorter
ions - users tended to separate words or use shorter utterances
0.01);

From these results, it is found that if users think that a partner
s intelligence, they tend to omit the verbs and to speak in fewer
ords and briefly, which indicates that they change their way
eaking according to the intelligence level of the partner. Ad-
nally, a tendency that the users speak to a system more slowly
observed. This result means that users try to speak in order to
e the system understand their utterance easily if they think it
poor intelligence.

As for the ability of speech recognition, we also performed
or F tests as already stated. As the result, no change of utter-

features was found but a tendency that speaking rate becomes
was observed. To make a reason of this tendency clear, we re-
ched the utterances of EXP1 and those of EXP2 separately and
as found that only the users of the group of EXP2 decreased

speaking rate (p < 0.1). This fact indicates that users speak
ly if the partner actually mishears, which we think is because
s try to make it easy to understand their utterances.

Following characteristics about tempo of conversation are
d from results of T or F tests: decreasing tendency to con-
the needed information in shorter portions - users tended to
rate words or use shorter utterances (p < 0.1); decrease of the
of verbs (p < 0.01);

We think the reason is that if users think a tempo of conver-
n is bad in human-machine dialogue, they omit the verbs and

separate words within an utterance or use shorter utterances
use they try to achieve a task as few utterances as possible.



4. Classification of Users’ Utterance based on
Utterance Features

We researched users’ utterance features in various situations and
influence of users’ awareness on their utterances, and As a result,
it is clear that both dialogue situations and users’ awareness affect
utterance features. We think that there are two ways of using these
features. The one way is that by putting the factors of a system to
those of a human which cause the differences of features between
utterances to a human and to a system, we bring dialogue with a
system close to that with a human. And the other way is that we
utilize the fact that users cannot speak naturally to a system like to
a human. As an example of the latter, we actually tried to identify
the utterances made to a system using utterance features.

Table 5: Used Features for Identification

time utterance time
voiced utterance time

RMS RMS mean
RMS max
RMS S.D.

Pitch Pitch mean
Pitch min
Pitch max
Pitch S.D.

Table 6: Performance of Identifying Utterances Made to a System

Utt to O EXP1 EXP2
Utt to W EXP1 EXP2 EXP1 EXP2
target O W O W O W O W

Precision 0.63 0.56 0.76 0.85 0.79 0.68 0.61 0.66
Recall 0.55 0.64 0.78 0.83 0.80 0.66 0.68 0.59
F-measure 0.59 0.60 0.77 0.84 0.80 0.67 0.64 0.62

At the beginning, we sum up utterances based on each dia-
logue partner in EXP1 and EXP2. We used only the utterances to
Operator and to WOZ-system and acoustic features of those utter-
ances which were used for identification (features shown in table
5). We also identified the utterances to a system in each com-
bination of the partners, which include combinations of Operator
(EXP1)-WOZ (EXP1), Operator (EXP1)-WOZ (EXP2), Operator
(EXP2)-WOZ (EXP1) and Operator (EXP2)-WOZ (EXP2). We
use all utterances described above as learning data or test data and
carried out a 10 fold cross validations. In this experiment, we used
”C4.5” as a machine learning tool.

Table 6 shows results of partner identification. From these
results, it is to some extent possible to distinguish the utterances
to an operator from those to a system, and especially in the case
of combination where the recognition rate is different, the perfor-
mance of identification becomes higher. This fact proves that dif-
ference of speech recognition rate changes users’ utterances. And
when these two combinations with different recognition rate are
compared to each other, it is found that the performance of iden-
tification is higher in the case of comparison of Operator (EXP1)-
WOZ (EXP2) than that in the case of comparison of Operator
(EXP2)-WOZ (EXP1). This probably takes place because in the
case of low recognition rate, users tend to change their utterances
to a system more drastically than those to a human. From these
facts, we think those utterance features are useful for various ap-
plications. Although in this experiment, we applied ”C4.5” as a
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hine learning tool and used only acoustic features, we expect
better tool and use of linguistic or other features will achieve
er performance in identification.

5. Conclusions
is study, we investigated the influence of voice quality and

reness of users such as impressions and prejudices in various
tions on the linguistic and acoustic features. The voice qual-

ncluded natural voice, synthetic voice, and recorded voice. We
yzed the overall characteristics of the linguistic and acoustic
ures in terms of the intra-utterance and the whole utterance
stics. As a result, in the case of the system whose voice qual-
s good but rhythm of the dialogue is bad, users tend to speak
ore machine-friendly way. From this fact, we found that im-
ement of voice quality is not enough to realize natural talk and

factors such as prosody and tempo of conversation are impor-
to realize it. Additionally, we also found that the prejudices
nst a system change user utterances. We also investigated use-
ess of utterance features by identifying the dialogue partner
g them. As a result, we could get high performance of identi-
ion process.
The features of utterances in all kinds of situations are very
ul and it is possible to use them in many applications. Thus,
ave to discover efficient usages of these utterance features. In
future work, we are going to identify several states of users
g utterance features and other information.
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